Wood Alberta
Integrated execution from start to finish

Number of offices:

• Front-end engineering design (FEED)
• Detailed engineering
• Specialist analyses &
consulting

• System integrity management
• Field investigations
• Operations and maintenance
• Monitoring, reliability & performance
optimization

• Community infrastructure
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• Commissioning management,
commissioning & start-up

• Geotechnical investigations
and engineering

• Water resources engineering
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• Construction & construction
management
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• Procurement & logistics

• Transportation engineering

• Environmental – permitting
and compliance
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• Conceptual studies
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Our head office in Western Canada is
located in Calgary, Alberta. We have
an established workshare network
throughout the Americas and globally.
Wood has proven capabilities to bring
the best solutions to our customers’
projects.

• Field development studies
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We are an integrated EPC/
EPCM contractor and engineering
consultancy offering full service
solutions from concept to completion
to decommissioning. Our Technical
Consulting Solutions business provides
the innovative thinking and delivery
excellence needed to maximize value at
every stage of the asset life cycle.

Full life cycle offering

5,500+

Services delivered
out of Calgary:

• Materials testing and
inspection

Environment & infrastructure services
Wood is one of the largest environment and infrastructure
engineering consulting firms in Western Canada, with experts
in geotechnical, environmental, civil and municipal engineering
services.
At Wood we provide an extensive range of services with a focus on quality through
delivery, and our people are passionate about what they do. True to our values,
we work in an open and transparent way and are committed to our customers
and communities we work with. The broader range of services and sectors across
our business permits endless combinations with greater opportunity to find new
and innovative solutions and career opportunities. We have a global network of
skilled professionals, delivering on our
reputation for integrity and assurance.
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Wood Canada has over 5,500 people
and 65 offices located in nearly every
Canadian province and territory.

Employees in Canada
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Wood is a global leader in the delivery of
project management, engineering, consulting
and technical services to energy and built
environment.

Big challenges,
and big ideas.

• Field troubleshooting

We have experience
with:
• Extraction, froth treatment
and tailings
• Steam assisted gravity
drainage (SAGD) and cyclic
steam simulation based
designs (CSS)
• Well pads, central processing
facilities and gathering lines
• Power and infrastructure
including cogeneration
facilities
• Mine planning, relocations,
ore preparation and hydro
transport
• Pipelines of all lengths and
diameters, above and below
ground
• Compressor/pump stations,
meter stations and tank
terminals
• Refining/heavy oil upgrading,
refinery/petrochemical
integration and chemicals

Engineering, procurement, construction
management
In Western Canada, our long standing reputation and project expertise in both
the mineable and in-situ oilsands is complimented by our two growth markets,
midstream and downstream.
Mineable oilsands
Wood has worked on almost every mineable lease in Canada since the
development of the industry in the 1950s. We have executed some of the largest
mineable oilsands projects in North America, with programs lasting over a decade.
In-Situ oilsands
We have designed and constructed
over 100 well pads and 1,000 well
pairs and completed over 500 insitu projects over the past 10 years.
Midstream
Wood’s pipeline engineering team
brings a wealth of experience and
expertise to every project, whether
onshore or offshore, domestic or
international. We are specialized
in HDD/micro-tunneling crossings,
stress materials and metallurgy.
Downstream
Our Canadian downstream experience has been growing with the downstream
expansion in Western Canada. We leverage our international licensing technologies
and expertise to execute local downstream projects.

Vibration, dynamics and noise
We identify and resolve vibration, reliability and noise risks in
energy, resource and industrial assets.
Industry challenges
Most production facilities will face some type of vibration or noise issue. If not
addressed, vibration will lead to long-term concerns with asset integrity, reliability,
and safety with high-impact consequences to worker safety, the environment and
production output.
What we do
Our vibration, dynamics and noise team manages all aspects of integrity and
reliability. With over 50 years’ experience, we are proven experts and industry
leaders in providing specialist design and field troubleshooting services.
As a pioneer and trusted advisor in our industry, we are known for our commitment
to technical excellence, research, innovation and knowledge sharing. Our technical
papers are delivered at conferences around the world.
As a result of our continuous commitment to R&D, we have developed a range of
market-leading analysis techniques, products and software solutions.

We are:
• Global leaders in our
disciplines, based on decades
of experience
• Superior in our capability
offering: full complement of
in-house advanced analysis
• Problem solvers: combination
of desktop simulation and
fi eld experts for optimum
solution development
• First-class in our service:
in-house software tools,
resulting in improved accuracy,
faster service, and lower costs
• Thought leader based on
our strong commitment to
research, innovation and
knowledge sharing in the
industry

Wood is a global leader in the delivery of project
management, engineering, consulting and technical
services to energy and built environment customers. We
operate in more than 60 countries, employing around
60,000 people, with revenues of over $10 billion.

For further information please go to:

woodplc.com

